VOLUNTARY BLACK BEAR TOOTH SUBMISSION PROGRAM
The department has initiated a 3-year pilot voluntary black bear tooth
collection program in two parts of the province. Data generated from
laboratory tooth analysis will allow biologists to determine black bear age
structure, reproductive statistics, and better inform black bear management.
Laboratory aging of an animal is based on the cementum annuli growth in
the tooth.
Fish and Wildlife are asking successful hunters to take the skull to an
identified Fish and Wildlife office where staff will extract a premolar
tooth. The premolar tooth is a small peg-like tooth located just behind the
canines. Skulls submitted in a frozen state will be kept for a period of time
to allow for thaw and extraction, whereupon the skull will be frozen and
returned to the hunter. Extraction of a premolar tooth will not impair the
display quality of a skull.
Alternatively, hunters can extract a premolar tooth in the field or request
it of a taxidermist. The tooth can either be presented with the necessary
harvest information to an identified Fish and Wildlife office or mailed in
using a tooth submission envelope. Extraction is easily done just after the
bear has been harvested when the jaw is still pliable. The tooth is easily
loosened by running a knife blade on all sides of the tooth below the gum
line and rocking the tooth back and forth. The tooth can then be removed
with pliers. Care should be taken to ensure the root remains intact. Ensure
that the tooth is free of tissue and dry prior to submission.
Information required as part of the program are harvest date, sex of bear,
WIN, WMU where harvested, and either legal land location or latitude/
longitude of kill site. When available, results for each tooth will be
accessible online under your WIN number on the My Wild Alberta website
(mywildalberta.com). Only WMUs 318, 320, 322, 324, 326, 328, 330, 332,
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500, 501, 502, 503, 504, 506, 509, 510, 511, 512, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518,
519, 529, 530, and 531 are open to this program.
Fish and Wildlife offices accepting skulls or tooth submissions are: Fort
McMurray, Lac La Biche, Athabasca, Bonnyville, Cold Lake, Rocky
Mountain House, Sundre and
Drayton Valley.
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COMMON LICENCE MISTAKES
GENERAL MULE DEER LICENCE

This general licence is valid during the “archery only” season, which precedes the general season. It is valid during the general season in the following
WMUs: 316, 352, 353, 355, 412, 414, 432, 440-446, 512-519, 528-534, 536, 539-542 and 841. This licence is not valid during a season in which a
Special Licence is required. In the Alberta Guide to Hunting Regulations, special licences are required for all seasons where a small black box is located
beside the season date.
															

SUPPLEMENTAL ANTLERLESS WHITE-TAILED DEER LICENCE

The Supplemental Antlerless White-tailed Deer Licence is issued with two tags. The FIRST tag issued with the licence (but NOT the second tag) is valid for
tagging a deer hunted in one of the following WMUs: 310-314, 322, 324, 330, 332, 336-349, 351, 354, 356, 357, 360, 436-439, 505, 507-510, 523, 526, 527, 535
and 537. Both tags are valid for tagging a deer(s) hunted in any of the following WMUs: 350, 352, 353, 355, 440-446, 511, 512, 515-521, 524, 525, 528-531, 534,
536, 539, 540, 542 and 544.

															

YOUTH MULE DEER LICENCE

This general licence is available for resident hunters who are 12-17 years of age and who are eligible to hunt. It is a general licence that is valid during
the “archery only” season, which precedes the general season. It is valid during the general season in the following WMUs: 316, 352, 353, 355, 412, 414,
432, 440-446, 512-519, 528-534, 536, 539-542 and 841. This licence is not valid during a season in which a Special Licence is required. In the Alberta
Guide to Hunting Regulations, special licences are required for all seasons where a small black box is located beside the season date.
															

YOUTH WHITE-TAILED DEER LICENCE

This licence is valid for resident hunters who are 12-17 years of age and who are eligible to hunt. It is a general licence and is valid during a general
season (archery or rifle). Because it is a general licence, it can not be used during the rifle season in WMUs 404, 406 and 408 (a special licence is
required). In the Alberta Guide to Hunting Regulations, special licences are required for all seasons where a small black box is located beside the
season date.

SUPPLEMENTAL BLACK BEAR LICENCE

This licence is only valid in WMUs 224, 250, 258, 260, 320-360, 429, 445, 500-544 and 841.

SPECIAL LICENCES

If you are drawn for a special licence, your draw priority returns to zero and that draw cannot be cancelled. You may not be able to purchase a particular
general licence once you have been drawn for a special licence of that same species. Example: if you are drawn for Antlered Mule Deer, Antlered
White-tailed Deer or Antlered, Antlerless, or Calf Moose you will not be able to purchase a general licence for that species. If you are drawn for Either Sex
Elk, WMU 300 Elk, Antlered or Antlerless Elk, you will not be able to purchase a general elk licence. Resident hunters are able to purchase an elk licence in
combination with the WMU 212 Antlerless Elk Archery and the WMU 212 Antlerless Elk Special Licence. See licence combinations on page 19.
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